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Abstract
Citations using URL (URL citations) that appear in scholarly papers can be used as an information source for the
research resource search engines. In particular, the information about the types of cited resources and reasons for
their citation is crucial to describe the resources and their relations in the search services. To obtain this information,
previous studies proposed some methods for classifying URL citations. However, their methods trained the model
using a simple fine-tuning strategy and exhibited insufficient performance. We propose a classification method using
a novel intermediate task. Our method trains the model on our intermediate task of identifying whether sample pairs
belong to the same class before being fine-tuned on the target task. In the experiment, our method outperformed
previous methods using the simple fine-tuning strategy with higher macro F-scores for different model sizes and
architectures. Our analysis results indicate that the model learns the class boundaries of the target task by training
our intermediate task. Our intermediate task also demonstrated higher performance and computational efficiency
than an alternative intermediate task using triplet loss. Finally, we applied our method to other text classification tasks
and confirmed the effectiveness when a simple fine-tuning strategy does not stably work.

Keywords: Digital Libraries, Scholarly Document Processing, Text Categorization, Citation Analysis, Inter-
mediate Task Training

1. Introduction

In academic activities, preparing research re-
sources (e.g., data and programs) to be utilized
is essential. In scholarly papers, these resources
are often cited by URLs (Zhao et al., 2018; Park
and Park, 2019), which are called URL citations
(Tsunokake and Matsubara, 2022). Unlike conven-
tional citations for papers, URL citations refer to
various resources and appear in various locations,
such as references, footnotes, and body texts. If
research resource services utilize URL citations, re-
searchers could search and discover the research
resources more easily. Furthermore, researchers
could discover related studies that cite the same
resource. To develop such services, information
about the URL citations is required. In particular,
the information about the types of cited resources
and reasons for their citation is vital to describe the
resources and their relations in the search services.

To extract information on the URL citations, pre-
vious studies defined classification schemes and
proposed the methods that categorize the URL cita-
tions (Zhao et al., 2019; Tsunokake and Matsubara,
2022). The scheme defined by Tsunokake and Mat-
subara (2022) has 3 labels (role, type, and function).
Figure 1 shows an example of each label, where
role and type represent the types of URL citations
and function represents the purpose of the cita-

Figure 1: Example of the labels of URL citations
(cited from de Lhoneux et al. (2019))

tion, respectively. Their methods classify the URL
citations by fine-tuned BERT (Zhao et al., 2019;
Tsunokake and Matsubara, 2022).

Previous studies employ a simple fine-tuning
strategy. However, their method exhibited insuffi-
cient performance. One promising approach for im-
proving performance when simple fine-tuning does
not work is intermediate task training, which trains
on the supplemental task (intermediate task) be-
fore fine-tuning the target task (Phang et al., 2018).
This approach may boost the performance in URL
citation classification. When using this approach,
it is necessary to find an appropriate intermediate
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task (Chang and Lu, 2021; Poth et al., 2021). Pre-
vious studies have found the appropriate interme-
diate task by selecting tasks based on their related-
ness to the target task (Poth et al., 2021). Unlike
major NLP tasks, it is difficult to find classification
tasks related to URL citation classification, which is
minor and complex. One solution for overcoming
this challenge is to train another related task on the
same dataset used for the target task.

In this paper, we propose a URL citation clas-
sification method using a novel intermediate task
of identifying whether sample pairs belong to the
same class. We assume that the model can learn
the class boundaries of the target task through train-
ing on our intermediate task. This allows the model
to distinguish classes more easily in the fine-tuning
stage.

We evaluated our method on URL citations ob-
tained from international conference papers.1 In
the experiment, our method achieved higher macro
and weighted average F-scores on the BERTbase
and RoBERTabase by 0.014 and 0.013 for role,
0.038 and 0.026 for type, and 0.093 and 0.028
for function compared to that of previous methods
using simple fine-tuning strategy. We also verified
that our method performed effectively in minority
classes.

Furthermore, we visualized the feature space us-
ing the t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008)
and computed silhouette coefficients to validate
our hypothesis. The results showed that the model
learned the class boundaries of the target task by
training on our intermediate task. In further experi-
ments, our intermediate task demonstrated higher
performance and computational effectiveness than
metric learning using Triplet loss, an alternative
intermediate task. We also applied our method
to other text classification tasks such as AG-news
(Zhang et al., 2015) and CoLA (Warstadt et al.,
2018), and confirmed its effectiveness in the tasks
in which a simple fine-tuning strategy does not sta-
bly work.

Our contributions are as follows:
• We proposed a method using a novel interme-

diate task, identifying whether sample pairs
belong to the same class for classifying the
URL citations.

• Experimental results show the effectiveness of
our method with different model sizes and ar-
chitectures. In particular, our method achieved
higher macro and weighted average F-scores
on the BERTbase compared to that of previous
methods that only fine-tuned the model to the
target task.

1Our code is available at https://github.
com/matsubara-labo/URL_Citation_
Classification_Intermediate

• We visualized the feature space of BERTbase
and showed that the model learns the class
boundaries of the target task by training on our
intermediate task.

• We confirmed that our method was effective in
the text classification tasks in which a simple
fine-tuning strategy does not stably work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Classification of URL Citations

Previous studies have attempted to categorize URL
citations (Zhao et al., 2019; Tsunokake and Mat-
subara, 2022). Zhao et al. (2019) first proposed
the clarification schema for URL citations. This
schema has 3 labels (resource role, type, and func-
tion). The resource role and type represent the
kinds of resources, and the resource function de-
notes the purpose of citations. Based on Zhao
et al. (2019)’s schema, Tsunokake and Matsub-
ara (2022) proposed a new categorization. They
split Data label of type into more fine-grained la-
bels (Dataset, DataSource, and Knowledge). They
added Mixed as a new label into role and type be-
cause multiple resources can be cited with a single
URL. Tsunokake and Matsubara (2022) proposed
the method to classify URL citations based on sen-
tences surrounding the citations (citation context),
section titles, and footnote texts used in the citation.
Their method fine-tunes BERT on the target task
in a multi-task learning manner.

2.2. Intermediate Task Training

The widespread supervised learning approach in-
volves fine-tuning the pre-trained large language
models for target tasks. Phang et al. (2018); Chang
and Lu (2021) proposed intermediate task training
to bridge the gap between the pre-trained and de-
sired features for the target task.

However, Poth et al. (2021); Pruksachatkun et al.
(2020) pointed out that using the intermediate task
is not always effective. To address this issue, Poth
et al. (2021) presented a method for selecting ap-
propriate intermediate tasks based on the similarity
of datasets and pre-trained models. Additionally,
Pruksachatkun et al. (2020) analyzed the charac-
teristics of appropriate intermediate tasks by com-
paring the performance of probing tasks, which
measures specific linguistic abilities.

From these studies, we must collect the dataset
and select an appropriate task to take advantage
of the conventional intermediate task training. To
overcome these limitations, we propose a novel
intermediate task, which reuses the dataset for the
target task and is closely related to the target task.

https://github.com/matsubara-labo/URL_Citation_Classification_Intermediate
https://github.com/matsubara-labo/URL_Citation_Classification_Intermediate
https://github.com/matsubara-labo/URL_Citation_Classification_Intermediate
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Figure 2: Overview of our method

3. Method

3.1. Problem Settings
We follow the schema of Tsunokake and Matsubara
(2022). In this schema, one URL citation contains
3 labels (role, type, and function). Figure 1 shows
the concepts of each label. While both role and
type represent the type of resources referenced by
the URL, role and type specify major and minor
categories, respectively. Function represents the
purpose of URL citation.

3.2. Overview of Our Method
We propose a method to classify URL citations via
novel intermediate task training. Figure 2 shows
the overview of our method. In our method, the
model is trained on our intermediate task before
training the target task—the classification of URL
citations. The model learns the class boundaries
of the target task by training on our intermediate
task (See Section 3.3). The model consists of a
BERT-like model as an encoder and a linear layer
as an output layer. During training on both the
intermediate and target tasks, the model shares
the parameters of an encoder.

3.3. Intermediate Task
We expect that the model learns the class bound-
aries of each class via training on our intermedi-
ate task. Our intermediate task takes a pair of
inputs (xi,xj) used in a target task and determines

whether the pair belongs to the same class. The
output from the encoder corresponding to the [CLS]
token is fed to the linear layer of each label. The
model uses the sigmoid as an activation function.
This can be denoted as:

hij = E([xi;xj])

oijrole = σ(W inter
role hij[CLS]

+ binterrole )

oijtype
= σ(W inter

type hij[CLS]
+ bintertype )

oijfunc
= σ(W inter

func hij[CLS]
+ binterfunc)

where E denotes the BERT-like model, σ denotes
a sigmoid function, W inter

role ,W inter
type ,W inter

func ∈ Rdh ,
which dh is a dimension of a hidden layer of BERT-
like model, and binterrole , bintertype , binterfunc ∈ R. We as-
sumed that training on this intermediate task en-
ables a BERT-like model to learn the features that
distinguish the classes in the target task. Follow-
ing previous studies, we employ multi-task learning
to leverage label relevance (Tsunokake and Mat-
subara, 2022; Zhao et al., 2019; Sener and Koltun,
2018). Therefore, the loss is calculated by the equa-
tion below:

Linter = L(oijrole , δyirole
yjrole

)

+ L(oijtype , δyitypeyjtype
)

+ L(oijfunc
, δyifunc

yjfunc
)

where L denotes a binary cross entropy, yk denotes
a true class of each label corresponding to xk, and
δ is a Kronecker’s delta.
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3.4. Target Task
The objective of the target task is to categorize URL
citations with their type and purpose. This task has
3 labels (role, type, function), and the model clas-
sifies these labels simultaneously using multitask
learning. The model uses citation contexts (ci), sec-
tion titles (ti), and footnote or reference texts (fi) as
inputs, following Tsunokake and Matsubara (2022).
Citation contexts contain a target sentence (si) to
be classified and adjacent sentences (si−1, si+1).
The output vector from the encoder correspond-
ing to the [CLS] token is fed to the linear layer of
each label. The model adopts the softmax as an
activation function. The BERT-like models are ini-
tialized with the parameters of the encoder after
training on our intermediate task. The model can
be formulated as:

hi = E(xi)

(ci = [si−1; si; si+1],xi = [ci; ti; fi])

oirole = softmax(W target
role hi[CLS]

+ btargetrole )

oitype
= softmax(W target

type hi[CLS]
+ btargettype )

oifunc
= softmax(W target

func hi[CLS]
+ btargetfunc )

where E is the same as that of the intermediate
task, W target

role ,W target
type ,W target

func ∈ Rdclass×dh , and
btargetrole , btargettype , btargetfunc ∈ Rdclass , which dclass is the
number of class of each label. The loss is denoted
as:

Ltarget = L(oirole , yirole) + L(oitype
, yitype

)

+ L(oifunc
, yifunc

)

where L denotes a cross-entropy, and yk denotes
a true class of each label corresponding to xk.

4. Experiment

To validate the efficacy of our method, we con-
ducted experiments with different model sizes and
architectures.

4.1. Experimental Settings
Dataset We use a dataset containing URL cita-
tions annotated with role, type, and function, follow-
ing Tsunokake and Matsubara (2022) (See section
3.1). This data was created from papers in ACL
anthology2. Table 1 shows the class distribution of
each label. Each class of role is evenly distributed.
However, type and function have a skewed dis-
tribution, which is expected to make the training
challenging. We split the dataset into train (2,391
samples), validation (299 samples), and test (299
samples) sets.

2The papers are distributed under the Creative Com-
mons 3.0 BY-NC-SA or 4.0 BY

Model We implemented our method with Py-
Torch3, HuggingFace4, and NLTK5 libraries and
used a pre-trained BERTbase (Devlin et al., 2019),
BERTlarge (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTabase
(Liu et al., 2019) as an encoder. A citation context,
section title, and footnote text are concatenated
with [SEP] and are fed to the model.

Parameters The model was trained using early
stopping with patience at 2 in the intermediate task
and 5 in the target task. We used Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) optimizer, and its leaning rate is 1e–
5 (for a base model) and 4e–6 (for a large model).
We determined these parameters based on the
best macro F-score of the validation dataset using
a random search. The batch size6 for the inter-
mediate task is 4 (for a base model) and 2 (for a
large model), and that of the target task is 8 (for a
base model) and 2 (for a large model). The pairs
for the intermediate task were randomly generated
from the dataset for the target task, and the number
of them was 300,000. An RTX3080 GPU and i7-
11700K (3.6GHz) CPU were used for the training
for about 3 days.

Baseline We compared our method with Zhao
et al. (2019)’s method, which utilizes the same
model but only takes citation context as input, and
Tsunokake and Matsubara (2022)’s method (de-
noted as “Tsunokake (2022)”), which employs the
same model and inputs of our method. However,
these methods do not use the intermediate task.

Evaluation We used the macro averaged and
weighted averaged F-score as a metric.

4.2. Result
We trained each model with 3 seeds. Table 2 shows
the average score of each method. Except for role
with BERTlarge, our method outperforms other meth-
ods in macro averaged and weighted averaged
F-scores regardless of different model sizes and
architectures. This result demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of our method.

Table 3 shows the macro averaged F-score of
each class. Compared to Tsunokake and Mat-
subara (2022), the F-scores of our method were
improved by 0.444 in Compare and 0.200 in Ex-
tend. These improvements7 are larger than that
of other labels. Hence, these results indicate our

3PyTorch.org https://pytorch.org/
4Hugging Face https://huggingface.co/
5nltk.org https://www.nltk.org/
6We selected maximum sizes that can be loaded on

our GPU as the batch sizes.
7The improvement in Compare is 3.7% and that in

Extend is 3.3%.

https://pytorch.org/
https://huggingface.co/
https://www.nltk.org/
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Role Type Function
label size label size label size label size
Method 1,102 Tool 629 Paper 279 Use 1,231
Material 870 Code 473 DataSource 235 Introduce 886
Supplement 835 Dataset 353 Document 217 Produce 653
Mixed 182 Website 305 Mixed 182 Compare 111

Knowledge 282 Media 34 Extend 100
Other 8

Table 1: Class distribution of each label

Role Type Function
macro weighted macro weighted macro weighted

Zhao et al. (2019)+BERTbase 0.691 0.696 0.459 0.525 0.387 0.705
Tsunokake (2022)+BERTbase 0.753 0.743 0.518 0.596 0.386 0.735
Ours+BERTbase 0.767 0.756 †0.556 †0.622 †0.479 †0.763
Zhao et al. (2019)+BERTlarge 0.663 0.669 0.447 0.503 0.376 0.700
Tsunokake (2022)+BERTlarge 0.782 0.765 0.522 0.599 0.388 0.716
Ours+BERTlarge 0.764 0.756 †0.606 †0.652 †0.532 †0.771
Zhao et al. (2019)+RoBERTabase 0.719 0.725 0.488 0.552 0.384 0.716
Tsunokake (2022)+RoBERTabase 0.752 0.746 0.530 0.606 0.397 0.734
Ours+RoBERTabase 0.776 0.763 †0.576 †0.650 0.455 0.742
Ours+BERTbase 0.767 0.756 0.556 0.622 0.479 0.763
Triplet+BERTbase 0.765 0.750 0.497 0.564 0.527 0.763

Table 2: Averaged scores (macro and weighted F-score) of each method. The bolded text indicates the
highest score for each encoder model. The items marked with a dagger (†) indicate that a significant
difference was observed against Tsunokake and Matsubara (2022) with a significance level of 0.05.

Figure 3: The compressed features by t-SNE of
BERTbase (Train). The individual rows are fea-
tures of the pre-trained BERTbase, the fine-tuned
BERTbase (Tsunokake and Matsubara, 2022), and
our method from the left.

method tends to work especially well in minority
classes. However, the model still exhibited a low
performance towards labels like Other, where the
number of samples is extremely small.

In addition, the model demonstrated poor per-
formance on the Media. We consider the primary
reason for this to be the limited number of samples
available. On the other hand, we found that there
is a high similarity of proper nouns between Media
and Dataset and think that it also resulted in poor
performance. Proper nouns serve as one of the

crucial clues for this task, and the overlap in proper
nouns between the two classes may disturb the
appropriate training and prediction by the model.
We think that this high similarity between Media
and Dataset adversely affected the model’s ability
to effectively distinguish between Media and other
categories.

4.3. Discussion
4.3.1. Effectiveness of Intermediate Task

To investigate whether the features obtained by
training on our intermediate task are effective on
the target task, we also assessed the performance
of the target task in freezing BERTbase parame-
ters after training our intermediate task. Table 4
shows the results of this experiment. While the
performance on role decreased by 0.024, the per-
formances on type and function were equal to or
better than that without freezing. These competitive
results indicate that the output vectors of BERTbase
corresponding to the [CLS] token, trained only on
the intermediate task, can represent valuable fea-
tures for the target task as the learnable parameter
is only a single linear layer of each label.

4.3.2. Class Boundaries Learned by Our
Intermediate Task

While creating our intermediate task, we assumed
that the model could learn the class boundaries of
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Role F-score Type F-score Function F-score
Tsunokake

(2022) Ours Tsunokake
(2022) Ours Tsunokake

(2022) Ours

Method 0.795 0.829 Tool 0.729 0.691 Use 0.773 0.768
Material 0.624 0.692 Code 0.621 0.660 Introduce 0.690 0.756
Supplement 0.712 0.768 Dataset 0.595 0.597 Produce 0.797 0.810
Mixed 0.837 0.864 Website 0.523 0.686 Compare 0.000 0.444

Knowledge 0.203 0.348 Extend 0.000 0.200
Paper 0.873 0.842 Other 0.000 0.000
DataSource 0.439 0.457
Document 0.400 0.486
Mixed 0.844 0.864
Media 0.000 0.000

Table 3: Macro F-score of each class (BERTbase). The underlined items indicate the method with the
higher score.

Role Type Function
Tsunokake (2022) 0.753 0.518 0.386
Ours(Unfreeze) 0.767 0.556 0.479
Ours(Freeze) 0.743 0.557 0.487

Table 4: Macro F-scores when freezing BERTbase

Figure 4: The compressed output vectors by t-SNE
of BERTbase (Validation). The individual rows are
output vectors of the pre-trained BERTbase, the fine-
tuned BERTbase (Tsunokake and Matsubara, 2022),
and our method from the left.

the target task (Section 3.3). To verify this assump-
tion, we visualized the output vectors of BERTbase
corresponding to the [CLS] token with t-SNE8. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 show the outcomes of the training and
validation sets, respectively. Columns in the fig-
ure correspond to the output vectors of pre-trained
BERTbase without training the intermediate and tar-
get tasks, that of BERTbase after fine-tuning only on
the target task, and that of BERTbase after training
on the intermediate task from the left side. Each
dot represents a compressed output vector and is

8https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.
html

colored according to the corresponding class.
The class boundary of the output vectors be-

comes obvious in the training set by the training
model on our intermediate task. This result demon-
strates that our intermediate task contributes to
learning the class boundaries required for the tar-
get task.

However, these characteristics are not clear in
the validation set. Therefore, we calculated the av-
erage silhouette coefficient by each class to mea-
sure cohesion. Table 5 shows the result. The
higher coefficient means that the cluster of a corre-
sponding class is in one place. The silhouette coeffi-
cient of our method is higher than that of Tsunokake
and Matsubara (2022) in almost all classes. From
this result, we confirmed that the output vectors of
the validation set have a similar trend to those of
the training set.

4.3.3. Case Study

We investigated the drawbacks of our method. Ta-
ble 6 shows examples where our methods have
failed to predict correctly.

In the first example, the model predicted the type
label as Code, but the actual label is Mixed. This
resulted from a misunderstanding regarding the
number of referenced resources. The underlined
text in the first row refers to multiple resources such
as code and Reddit discussion identifier by the URL.
The model only predicted Code and missed other
resources. The model may have focused on the
“code” in the input text and missed the words indi-
cating other resources.

In the second example, the model predicted the
type and the function labels as Dataset and Pro-
duce, but the actual labels are Tool and Use. This
resulted from a misinterpretation of what the URL
refers to. The whole input text is about the dataset
the authors produced, but the URL refers to the
tagger used to develop a dataset. Therefore, the

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.manifold.TSNE.html
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Role Silhouette cor Type Silhouette cor Function Silhouette cor
Tsunokake

(2022) Ours Tsunokake
(2022) Ours Tsunokake

(2022) Ours

Method 0.275 0.828 Tool 0.317 0.825 Use 0.547 0.838
Material 0.232 0.705 Code 0.337 0.820 Introduce 0.523 0.832
Supplement 0.278 0.799 Dataset 0.502 0.776 Produce 0.584 0.553
Mixed -0.048 0.725 Website 0.387 0.825 Compare 0.620 0.828

Knowledge 0.492 0.801 Extend 0.691 0.769
Paper -0.169 0.480 Other 0.444 0.429
DataSource 0.335 0.319
Document 0.443 0.785
Mixed -0.048 0.725
Media 0.461 0.678

Table 5: Silhouette coefficient by each class. The higher the value, the more condensed the cluster of the
corresponding class. The underlined items indicate the method with the higher silhouette coefficient.

Input text Role Type Function
Gold Predicted Gold Predicted Gold Predicted

1 Introduction [SEP]
First, we propose a novel reinforcement learning task
with both states and combinatorial actions defined by
natural language, [CITE] which is introduced in
section 2. [SEP]
1 Simulator code and Reddit discussion identifiers
are released at
https://github.com/jvking/reddit-RL-simulator

Mixed Method Mixed Code Produce Produce

3.1 Corpus [SEP]
Finally, we automatically annotated all utterances with
part-of-speech tags using TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994),
which we’ve trained on the switchboard corpus of
spoken language (Godfrey et al., 1992), because it
contains, just like our corpus, speech
disfluencies. [CITE] [SEP]
6 The tagger is available free for academic research
from http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/
TreeTagger/DecisionTreeTagger.html.

Method Material Tool Dataset Use Produce

Table 6: Examples where our methods have failed to predict correctly. The input text contains a section
title, citation sentences, and a bibliography/footnote text. Citation sentences are truncated due to a page
limit. The bold text is a label the model could not predict correctly.

model was influenced by the meaning of the whole
input text rather than one sentence that explains a
resource cited by the URL.

4.3.4. Comparison with Alternative
Intermediate Task

According to Figure 3, URL citations in the same
classes are near, and those in the different classes
are far in the [CLS] embedding space. It may have
allowed the model to capture the class boundary.
Therefore, metric learning methods (Zhang et al.,
2022; Gunel et al., 2021; Gajjar et al., 2022) can
be an alternative intermediate task to acquire the
[CLS] embeddings that differentiate the classes
in the target task. To compare our approach and
metric learning approach, we further assessed the
alternative intermediate task with triplet loss (Vas-

sileios Balntas and Mikolajczyk, 2016).
Table 2 shows the result. For reasons of

computational cost, we only report the results
for the BERTbase. Alternative intermediate task
(Triplet+BERTbase) exhibited lower performances
for role and type than our method (Ours+BERTbase).
In the function classification, Triplet+BERTbase out-
performed our method on the macro–averaged F-
score. This is because the class distribution of
function is highly skewed. Our intermediate task
sometimes does not contain any samples in the mi-
nority class because the pairs used in our interme-
diate task are created randomly. However, Triplet
contains all classes as all pairs are generated from
a batch. To address this issue, we can consider
better sampling strategies based on a class distri-
bution or the performance of the simple fine-tuning
strategy. We leave this for future work.
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Task group Task name #Class

News Categorization
r8 (Cardoso-Cachopo, 2007) 8
r52 (Cardoso-Cachopo, 2007) 52
ag-news (Zhang et al., 2015) 4

Question Categorization
trec-coarse (Hovy et al., 2001; Li and Roth, 2002) 6
trec-fine (Hovy et al., 2001; Li and Roth, 2002) 50
banking77 (Casanueva et al., 2020) 77

Sentiment
sst2 (Socher et al., 2013) 2
sst5 (Socher et al., 2013) 5
emotion (Saravia et al., 2018) 6

EDOS (Kirk et al., 2023)
Binary Sexism Detection 2
Category of Sexism 4
Fine-grained Vector of Sexism 11

Others Clickbait Spoiling (Fröbe et al., 2023) 3
CoLA (Warstadt et al., 2018) 2

Table 7: The 14 text classification tasks for an additional experiment. #Class denotes the number of
different categories that the data can be classified into.

Our method also has computational efficiency.
Triplet executes a forward calculation 3 times to
obtain vectors of anchor, positive, and negative.
Thus, the total number of forward calculations is
9 because the target task has 3 labels. However,
our intermediate task needs only one forward cal-
culation. Our method performed better than the
alternative methods on role and type with fewer
forward calculations.

4.3.5. Effectiveness of Our Method for Other
Text Classification Tasks

Our method can also be applied to other text classifi-
cation tasks. We performed additional experiments
with other text classification tasks to investigate the
characteristics of the tasks on which our method
effectively works. The table 7 shows a list of 14
tasks for this experiment. We selected general
tasks from previous studies and the SemEval 2023
tasks9. We used the BERTbase as an encoder. The
number of samples for the intermediate task train-
ing is 100,000 due to computational cost. We take
an average of the evaluation results with 3 seeds
for each task.

Figure 5 and 6 show the difference in macro and
weighted F-scores between our method and simple
fine-tuning strategy. Our method obtained higher
performances in 10 out of 14 tasks for the macro
averaged F-score and 11 out of 14 tasks for the
weighted F-score. These findings demonstrate that
our method tends to be efficient for other NLP tasks.

To analyze when our method is particularly ef-
fective, we conducted a correlation study. We cal-
culated the Pearson correlation coefficients from
some numerical characteristics and differences in

9https://semeval.github.io/
SemEval2023/tasks

scores between our method and the simple fine-
tuning strategy. Table 8 shows the result. The
standard deviation of scores on the target task with
a simple fine-tuning strategy revealed a positive
correlation for the macro and weighted F-scores.
The high standard deviation means that the model’s
performance is highly dependent on random seeds.
Thus, this positive correlation indicates that our
method is effective when the performance of the
simple fine-tuning strategy is unstable.

On the other hand, the average length of the
input texts of the target task exhibited a weak neg-
ative correlation. The BERT-like model used in this
study has a token length limitation. Therefore, if an
input text is too long, the text will be truncated. This
truncation occurs more often because our method
concatenates a pair of input texts in the intermedi-
ate training step. A negative correlation with the
average length of the input texts indicates that vital
information may be lost due to truncation.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed a novel classification method
for the role, type, and function of URL citations in
scholarly papers utilizing intermediate task training.
We set the novel intermediate task of identifying
whether sample pairs belong to the same class,
which reuses a dataset for the target task. The
experimental results demonstrated the efficacy of
our method with different model sizes and architec-
tures. Furthermore, we discussed the characteris-
tics of our intermediate task. Visualization results
and silhouette coefficients based on the output vec-
tors from BERTbase indicated that the model could
learn the class boundaries through training on our
intermediate task. We also compared our interme-
diate task with an alternative task that uses triplet

https://semeval.github.io/SemEval2023/tasks
https://semeval.github.io/SemEval2023/tasks
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Figure 5: Difference in macro F-scores between
our method and a simple fine-tuning strategy. A
positive value means that our method outper-
formed a simple fine-tuning strategy.

Figure 6: Difference in weighted F-scores be-
tween our method and a simple fine-tuning strat-
egy. A positive value means that our method
outperformed a simple fine-tuning strategy.

Characteristic Pearson
macro F1 weighted F1

The number of samples in the dataset for the target task -0.15 -0.19
The number of classes of the target task -0.26 0.05
The entropy of the class distribution of the target task -0.04 0.03
The average length of input texts of the target task -0.47 -0.21
The average scores on the target task with a simple fine-tuning -0.35 -0.08
The standard deviation of scores on the target task with a simple fine-tuning 0.42 0.57

Table 8: The Pearson correlation coefficients from some numerical characteristics and differences in
scores between our method and simple fine-tuning strategy.

loss, demonstrating our intermediate task’s effec-
tiveness and computational efficiency. In addition,
we applied our method to 14 NLP tasks to deter-
mine whether our method is effective for other tasks.
Consequently, our methods outperformed a simple
fine-tuning strategy on 10∼11 tasks, and we dis-
covered that our method tends to be effective when
a simple fine-tuning strategy does not stably work.

In future work, further analysis is required to clar-
ify the effect of a sampling strategy for the interme-
diate task. In addition, we will consider employing
a model that can process a longer text because
truncation of an input text may cause performance
degradation. The datasets used in this study are
created from only papers in the field of natural lan-
guage processing. However, results may differ
when using URL citations in datasets from different
domains because the form of URL citations may
vary depending on the domain. Validation of our
method in other domains using DBLP and Arxiv
data remains one of the future work.

6. Ethical Consideration

The primary objective of this study is to classify
URL citations in a paper based on their type and
purpose. Resources cited by URLs are usually
provided with a license for their use. Users are
required to follow the license. The task we have

undertaken in this study does not consider such
licenses. In order to prevent license violations, it
is necessary to list license information for practical
use.
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